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Inrocks Lab award-winner band Orouni creates link between music, cinema, literature, 
architecture and photo. In line with the likes of Paul Simon’s work, their latest album, Grand 
Tour, blends Anglo melodic pop music with instruments brought back from around the world. 
Based on an idea by the young independent production company, Les Disques Pavillon, 
French-British artist Emma Broughton has provided vocals on four tracks off Grand Tour, 
giving birth to the Somewhere In Dreamland EP. The singer’s talent and experience (Bon Iver, 
Lisa Hannigan) brings out new colors and a second wind to these four tracks, thanks to vocal 
harmonies she produces with disconcerting ease. This reinterpretation gives an unprecedented 
perspective on the compositions of a band that has repeatedly shown its affection for female 
timbres. 
 
 
In recent years, Emma Broughton has appeared in 
two of Orouni’s videos and has covered the track 
“Firearms” live, filmed by Le Cargo. The EP 
contributes to a coherent artistic project, especially 
since Broughton is now a member of the band, as a 
flute player and vocalist. Consequently, music 
publication Magic exclusively premiered a new 
Orouni track sung live by Emma in early 2017. 
Broughton has also revealed her own tracks to the 
public at Café de la Danse and La Loge in Paris. 
Finally, the Parisian pop band received a prize at the 
Linkaband contest giving them access to the 
legendary Studios Davout, where they were able to 
record a song before the studio shut down.  
 
 
Orouni is currently working on a new album to be released in 2018. The band gave a first taste 
of new material during a live performance on France Culture, and premiered the second 
offering in a video by Technikart. As continuity to the EP, Emma Broughton will feature as lead 
singer on several tracks of the upcoming album in addition to performing backing vocals, 
making her deep voice an important element of the record. 
 
 
Somewhere In Dreamland’s title was taken from architect Rem Koolhaas’s book Delirious New 
York, which also inspired the track “Speedball”. As new creations Orouni had always dreamt of 
hearing, the four reimagined tracks have been realized today on this EP, thanks to Les Disques 
Pavillon.     
 
 

Label: 
 

 https://www.lesdisquespavillon.com 
 pacome@lesdisquespavillon.com 
 matthieu@lesdisquespavillon.com 

Links: 
 

 https://youtu.be/m9O8RNQvSNE 
 http://www.orouni.net 

   https://www.facebook.com/Orouni 


